In decision analysis and especially in multiple criteria decision analysis, several non additive integrals have been introduced in the last years. Among them, we remember the Choquet integral, the Shilkret integral and the Sugeno integral. In the context of multiple criteria decision analysis, these integrals are used to aggregate the evaluations of possible choice alternatives, with respect to several criteria, into a single overall evaluation. These integrals request the starting evaluations to be expressed in terms of exact-evaluations. In this paper we present the robust Choquet, Shilkret and Sugeno integrals, computed with respect to an interval capacity. These are quite natural generalizations of the Choquet, Shilkret and Sugeno integrals, useful to aggregate interval-evaluations of choice alternatives into a single overall evaluation. We show that, when the interval-evaluations collapse into exact-evaluations, our definitions of robust integrals collapse into the previous definitions. We also provide an axiomatic characterization of the robust Choquet integral.
Introduction
In many decision problems a set of alternatives is evaluated with respect to a set of points of view, called criteria. For example, in evaluating a car one can consider criteria such as maximum speed, price, acceleration, fuel consumption. In evaluating a set of students one can consider as criteria the notes in examinations with respect to different subjects such as Mathematics, Physics, Literature and so on. In general, evaluations of an alternative with respect to different criteria can be conflicting with respect to preferences. For example, very often when a car has a good maximum speed, it has also a high price and a high fuel consumption, or if a student is very good in Mathematics, may be not so good in Literature. Thus, in order to express a decision such as a choice from a given set of cars or a ranking of a set of students, it is necessary to aggregate the evaluations on considered criteria, taking into account the possible interactions. This is the domain of multiple criteria decision analysis and in this context several methodologies have been proposed (for a collection of extensive state-of-art surveys see (6) ). Suppose to have n criteria N = {1, . . . , n} and that on each of them the evaluation of a given alternative x is expressed by a single number (on the same scale). Thus, such an alternative can be identified with a score vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ), where x i ∈ R represents the evaluation of x with respect to the i th criterion. If the criteria are independent, a natural way to aggregate the x i is using the weighted arithmetic means E w (x ) = ∑ n 1 w i x i with ∑ n 1 w i = 1 and w i ≥ 0. When the criteria are interacting the weighted arithmetic means must be substituted with non additive operators. In the last years, several non additive integrals have been developed in order to obtain an aggregated evaluation of x , say E(x ) (for a comprehensive survey see (10) ). Among them we remember the Choquet integral (5), the Shilkret integral (23) and the Sugeno integral (24) . All these integrals are computed with respect to a capacity (5) or fuzzy measure (24) allowing the importance of a set of criteria to be not necessarily the sum of the importance of each criterion in the set. It can be smaller or greater, due respectively to redundancy or synergy among criteria. These integrals can be used if the starting evaluations are exactly expressed (on a numerical or ordinal scale). However, in the real life it is very simple to image situations where we have only partial informations about the possible evaluations on each criterion. Specifically, on this paper we face the case of interval-evaluations. For example, suppose a situation where, considering only two criteria, an alternative x is evaluated between 5 and 10 on on the first criterion and between 7 and 20 on the second. Again x can be represented as a score vector x = ( [5, 10] , [7, 20] ). Using a generic aggregation operator E, it seems natural to aggregate separately the x "pessimistic" evaluations x * = (5, 7) and the "optimistic" ones, x * = (10, 20) , in order to obtain an interval [E(x * ), E(x * )] containing the global evaluation of x . If we wish to obtain such a global evaluation, we should furthermore aggregate E(x * ) and E(x * ) into a single number. Thus, the aggregation of interval evaluations into an exact evaluation should necessarily request two steps. In this paper we aim to synthesize these two processes into one single aggregating process. To this purpose we provide a quite natural generalization of the classical Choquet, Shilkret and Sugeno integrals, which we call the robust Choquet, Shilkret and Sugeno integrals computed wit respect to an interval capacity. Roughly speaking, our integrals are special case of integrals of set valued functions (1) . Another question we face is that of order on the set of intervals. It is well known that the philosophy of the Choquet integral applied to a given alternative is based on the ranking of the alternative evaluations on the various criteria. Being these evaluations single numbers, their ranking agrees with the natural order of R. In the case of interval evaluations, we have not a "natural order" to be preserved, like in R. On the other hand we want that an evaluation on the range [5, 10] is considered better than an evaluation on the range [1, 4] and, then, some assumption about a primitive ordering on intervals must be done. One choice could be to assume the lexicographic order:
The lexicographic order has the advantage to be a complete order, but it leads to the conclusion that [2.99, 100] ≺ [3, 4], which we do not consider a suitable conclusion in the case of interval evaluations. Instead, through this paper we shall assume as desirable order on intervals to be preserved that defined by considering an evaluation on the range [a, b] better or equal than an evaluation on the range [a ′ , b ′ ] iff a ≥ a ′ and b ≥ b ′ . Finally, we wish to remember as in contrast to the fact that in real life decisions we often face imprecise evaluations, in multiple criteria decision analysis little has been developed in order to provide appropriate tools to aggregate such evaluations. In the best of our knowledge this question has been only partially treated in (15; 3). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the basic concepts. In section 3 we give the definition of Robust Choquet Integral (RCI) computed with respect to an interval capacity. In section 4 we give an illustrative application of the RCI, while in section 5 we provide a full axiomatic characterization of this integral. In section 6 we explore the possibility of rewriting the RCI by means of its Möbius inverse. In section 7 we give the definitions of robust Sugeno and Shilkret integrals and in section 8 we apply our generalization to other fuzzy integrals, among them to the concave integral of Lehrer (16) . In section 9 we extend our discussion to the case of m-point intervals (19) . In section 10 we present our conclusions.
Basic concepts
Let us consider a set of alternative A = {x , y, z, . . .} to be evaluated with respect to a set of criteria N = {1, ⋯, n}. Suppose that for every x ∈ A, we have, on each criterion, a numerical imprecise evaluation. Specifically, suppose that for each i ∈ N we know a range [x i , x i ] containing the exact evaluation of x with respect to i. Thus, being I = {[a, b] a, b ∈ R, a ≤ b} the set of bounded and closed intervals of R, any alternative x can be identified with a score vector
, is the interval containing the evaluation of x with respect to the i th criterion. Vectors of R n are considered elements of I n by identifying each x ∈ R with the degenerate interval (or singleton) [x, x] = {x}. Thus, with a slight abuse of notation, we write [x, x] = x. We associate to every x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) ∈ I n the vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of all the worst (or pessimistic) evaluations of x on each criterion and the vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of all the best (or optimistic) evaluations of x on each criterion. Trough the paper, the elements of I n will be, indifferently, called alternatives or vectors. Let us consider the set Q = {(A, B) A ⊆ B ⊆ N} of all pairs of subsets of N in which the first component is included in the second. With a slight abuse of notation we extend to Q the set relations of inclusion, union and intersection by defining for all (A, B),
Regarding the algebraic structure of Q, we can observe that with respect to the relation ⊆, Q is a lattice, i.e. a partial ordered set in which every two elements have a unique supremum and a unique infimum. Those are given, for all (A, B), (C, D) ∈ Q, respectively, by
Moreover the lattice (Q, ⊆) is also distributive. Indeed, due to the distributive property of set union over intersection (and vice versa) we have that
Regarding the significance of Q in this work, let us consider
) ∈ I n and a fixed evaluation level t ∈ R. In the pair
A t aggregates the criteria whose pessimistic evaluation of x is at least t, while B t aggregates the criteria whose optimistic evaluation of x is at least t. Clearly, A t ⊆ B t ⊆ N and thus (A t , B t ) ∈ Q for all t ∈ R. We aim to define a tool allowing for the assignment of a "weight" to such elements of Q.
3 The robust Choquet integral
) ∈ I n with respect to an interval capacity µ r ∶ Q → [0, 1] is given by:
Note that, being in the (2) the integrand bounded and not increasing, the integral is the standard Riemann integral. An alternative formulation of the RCI implies some additional notations. We identify every vector
) ∈ I n with the vector x * = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) ∈ R 2n defined by setting for all i = 1, . . . , 2n:
This corresponds to identify x ∈ I n with x * = (x 1 , . . . ,
and for all i = 1, . . . , 2n let us define
. Thus, two alternative formulations of (2) are:
and
Interpretation
The indicator function of a set A ⊆ N is the function 1 A ∶ N → {0, 1} which attains 1 on A and 0 elsewhere. Such a function can be identified with the vector 1 A ∈ R n whose i th component equals
The (6) It follows by the definition of RCI that for any interval capacity µ r :
This relation offers an appropriate definition of the weights µ r (A, B). Indeed, provided that the partial score [x i , x i ] are contained in [0, 1], the (7) suggests that the weight of importance of any couple (A, B) ∈ Q is defined as the global evaluation of the alternative that
• completely satisfies the criteria from A,
• have an unknown degree of satisfaction (on the scale [0, 1]) about the criteria from B ∖ A,
• totally fails to satisfy the criteria from N ∖ B.
Relation with the Choquet Integral
A capacity (5) or fuzzy measure (24) on N is a non decreasing set function ν ∶ 2 N → [0, 1] such that ν(∅) = 0 and ν(N) = 1.
n with respect to the capacity ν is given by
Schmeidler (21) extended the above definition to negative values too.
Definition 4. The Choquet integral (21) of a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n with respect to the capacity ν is given by Ch(x, ν) =
Alternatively (9) can be written as
In this case the RCI of x with respect to µ r collapses on the Choquet integral of x with respect to ν, i.e. Ch r (x , µ r ) = Ch(x , ν). Moreover, the RCI is a monotonic functional (see section 5) and then for all x ∈ I n ,
If µ r (∅, N) ∉ {0, 1}, other two capacities can be elicited from µ r by setting for all
These two capacities naturally arise in the proof of proposition 1. Now let us examine the relation between the Choquet integral and the RCI in the other verse.
, we can define an interval capacity for every α ∈ (0, 1) by means of
] is separable if and only if for every
Proof. Let us note that the (13) can be rewritten as
Thus the condition (13) means that the difference between two interval capacities is independent from common coalitions of criteria in the first or in the second argument. The necessary part of the theorem is trivial, let us prove the sufficient part. Suppose that µ r is an interval capacity satisfying the (13) . Thus if A ′ = ∅ and B ′ = N and if µ r (∅, B) ∉ {0, 1} we get:
In this case µ r is separable taking for all A, B ∈ 2 N ,
If µ r (∅, N) = 0 we take α = 1 and ν(A) = µ r (A, N). Finally, if µ r (∅, N) = 1 we take α = 0 and
It is easy to verify that if µ r is a separable interval capacity defined according to (12) , the RCI of every x ∈ I n is the mixture of the two Choquet integrals of x , x ∈ R n computed, respectively, with respect to ν and ν:
In the case of a single capacity, ν = ν = ν, one could think to obtain a lower, an intermediate and an upper aggregate evaluation of an alternative x ∈ I n by means of
The mixture αCh(x , ν)+(1−α)Ch(x , ν) is the RCI of x with respect to a separable interval capacity µ r . Clearly, our approach is more general since it does not impose the separability of µ r .
An illustrative example
Taking inspiration from an example very well known in the specialized literature (7) let us consider a case of evaluation of students. A typical situation, which can arise in the middle of a school year, is that when some teachers, being not sure about the evaluation of a student, express it in terms of an interval. Perhaps it is not a great lack of information to know that a student is evaluated in Mathematics between 5 and 6. But the problems can arise when we must compare several students having imprecise evaluations and, to this scope, we need an aggregated evaluation of each student. We suppose that the students are evaluated on each subject on a 10 point scale. Let us suppose that we globally evaluate students with respect to evaluations in Mathematics, Physics and Literature. Let us consider three students having the evaluations presented in Table 1 . As can be seen, some evaluations are imprecise. Suppose also that the dean of the school ranks the students as follows:
The rationale of this ranking is that:
Mathematics Physics Literature • S 2 ≻ S 1 since the conjoint evaluation in Mathematics and Physics is very similar, also considering the redundancy of the two subjects. However S 2 has the same average in Literature and, then, a greater potential;
• S 2 ≻ S 3 by transitivity of preferences.
Let us note that, if we consider separately the three averages given by the minimum, central and maximum evaluations of each student for each subject, see Table 2 , we cannot explain the (rational) preferences of the dean. On the contrary, the evidence of such average evaluations shows how we should consider S 3 the best student. Next we show how the RCI permits to represent the preferences of the dean. Let N = {M, P h, L} be the set of criteria and let us identify the three students (alternative) S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , respectively with the three vectors: [8, 8] , [7, 7] ) , x 2 = ( [7, 8] , [8, 8] , [6, 8] ) ,
The RCI represents the preferences of the dean if there exists an interval capacity µ r such that
that is 6 + µ r ({M, P h} , N) + µ r ({P h} , N) > 7 + µ r ({M, P h} , {M, P h}) > > 5 + µ r ({M, P h} , N) + 3µ r ({M, P h} , {M, P h}) .
Which can be explained, for example, by setting 
Axiomatic characterization of the RCI
Let us recall some well known definitions. Consider two vectors (alternatives) of R n , x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ). We say that x dominates y if for all i ∈ N x i ≥ y i and in this case we simply write x ≥ y . We say that x and y are comonotone if
In the context of multiple criteria decision analysis, monotone functions are called aggregation functions. They are useful tools to aggregate n evaluations of an alternative into a single evaluation. An aggregation function G ∶ R n → R is:
• idempotent, if for all constant vector a = (a, . . . , a) ∈ R n , G(a) = a;
• homogeneous, if for all x ∈ R n and c > 0,
In (21) it has been showed that the Choquet integral is an idempotent, homogeneous and comonotone additive aggregation function. Moreover, these properties are also characterizing the Choquet integral, as showed by the following theorem.
is comonotone additive if and only if there exists a capacity ν such that, for all x ∈ R n ,
Note that homogeneity is not among the hypotheses of the theorem since it can be elicited from monotonicity and comonotone additivity. Moreover from homogeneity and the condition G(1 N ) = 1 we also elicit idempotency of G. Now we turn our attention to the RCI. As we shall soon see, the RCI with respect to an interval capacity µ r , can be considered a generalized aggregation function. This means a monotone function, Ch r (., µ r ) ∶ I n → R, transforming vectors of interval evaluations into a single overall numerical evaluation of that alternative. In order to provide an axiomatic characterization of the RCI we need to extend the notions of monotonicity, idempotency, homogeneity and comonotone additivity for a generic function G ∶ I n → R. To this purpose we introduce on I and on I n , a mixture operation and a preference relation. 
For the sake of simplicity in the remaining part of the paper the relations ≤ I , = I and < I shall be simply denoted by ≤, = and <. Remark 1. Alternatively, for all x, y ∈ I n we can say that x ≤ y iff x ≤ y and x ≤ y.
Let us note that (I, ≤) is a partial ordered set, i.e. ≤ is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. However, this relation is not complete, e.g. we are not able to establish the preference between [2, 5] and [3, 4] . Then, generally, the evaluations of an alternative on the various criteria, cannot be ranked. The notion of comonotonicity can be easily extended to elements of I n identifying every vector x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) ∈ I n with the vector x * = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n , x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R 2n , according to (3)
are comonotone (or comonotonic) if they are, in R 2n , the two vectors x * = (x 1 , . . . , x n , . . . , x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y * = (y i , . . . , y n , . . . , y 1 , . . . , y n ).
Clearly a constant vector k = (k, k, . . . , k) ∈ R n with k ∈ R, is comonotone with every x ∈ I n . Suppose that x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) and y = ([y 1 , y 1 ], . . . , [y n , y n ]) are two comonotone vectors of I n and consider the correspondent vectors of R 2n , x * = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) = (x 1 , . . . , x n , x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y * = (y 1 , . . . , y 2n ) = (y 1 , . . . , y n , . . . , y 1 , . . . , y n ). Schmeidler (21) showed that there exists a permutation of indexes (⋅) ∶ {1, . . . , 2n} → {1, . . . , 2n} such that Table 3 : comonotone indicator functions.
Properties of the RCI and characterization Theorem
Let µ r be an interval capacity and let Ch r (⋅, µ r ) be the RCI with respect to µ r . Then Ch r (⋅, µ r ) satisfies the following properties.
(P2) Positive homogeneity. For all a > 0 and x ∈ I n , Ch r (a ⋅ x , µ r ) = a ⋅ Ch r (x , µ r ).
(P3) Monotonicity. For all x , y ∈ I n with x ≤ y, Ch r (x , µ r ) ≤ Ch r (y , µ r ).
(P4) Comonotone additivity. For all comonotone x , y ∈ I n , Ch r (x + y , µ r ) = Ch r (x , µ r ) + Ch r (y , µ r ) .
Proof. (P1) follows trivially by definition of RCI. Let us prove (P2)
. Fixed a > 0 and x ∈ I n , by definition
In the last passage we change the variable in the integral from y = t a to z = y ⋅ a.
To prove (P3) let us note that for all t ∈ R and for all x , y ∈ I n with x ≤ y, we get that {i ∈ N ∶ x i ≥ t} ⊆ {i ∈ N ∶ y i ≥ t} and {i ∈ N ∶ x i ≥ t} ⊆ {i ∈ N ∶ y i ≥ t}. We conclude that the RCI is a monotonic function by definition and invoking the monotonicity of µ r and of the Riemann integral.
To prove (P4), suppose that x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) and y = ([y 1 , y 1 ], . . . , [y n , y n ]) are two comonotone vectors of I n and consider the correspondent vectors of R 2n , x * = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) and y * = (y 1 , . . . , y 2n ), defined according to (3) . Thus, there exists a permutation of indexes (⋅) ∶ {1, . . . , 2n} → {1, . . . , 2n} such that x (1) ≤ . . . ≤ x (2n) and y (1) ≤ . . . ≤ y (2n) or equivalently (being x * and y * comonotone), x (1) + y (1) ≤ . . . ≤ x (2n) + y (2n) . By setting for all i = 1, . . . , 2n
we have that
and also
From (18) and (19), comonotone additivity is obtained.
Remark 3.
Since the RCI is additive on comonotone vectors and being a constant vector comonotone with all vectors, it follows that the RCI is translational invariant. This means that for all x ∈ I n and for all k = (k, . . . , k) ∈ R n , Ch r (x + k, µ r ) = k + Ch r (x, µ r ).
The next theorem establishes that, the above properties are characterizing for the RCI.
Theorem 2. Let G ∶ I n → R be a function satisfying
• (P3) Monotonicity,
• (P4) Comonotone additivity.
Thus, by assuming µ r (A, B) = G 1 (A,B) for all (A, B) ∈ Q, G(x, µ r ) = Ch r (x, µ r ), for all x ∈ I n .
Proof. First let us note that the properties (P1) and (P2), are not among the hypotheses of Theorem 2 since they are implied by comonotone additivity (P4), monotonicity (P3) and the condition G (1 (N,N ) ) = 1. Altought the proof of this claim is similar to that in (21) , for the sake of clarity, we recall it here. Regarding the homogeneity, if n ∈ N is a positive integer, by comonotone additivity we get
If a = n m ∈ Q + is a positive razional number, with n, m ∈ N we get
Finally, for a ∈ R + ∖ Q + it is sufficient to consider two sequences of razional numbers convergent to a, {a − i } and {a
and using monotonicity of G we get that G(a ⋅ x , µ r ) = a ⋅ G(x , µ r ) for every x ∈ I n . Regarding idempotency, if a ∈ R + we get G (a ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ) = a ⋅ G (1 (N,N ) ) = a. By comonotone additivity 0 = G(0 ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ) and 0 = G ((a − a)1 (N,N ) ) = G(a ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ) + G(− a ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ) = a + G(− a ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ), thus G(− a ⋅ 1 (N,N ) ) = −a. The hypotheses of theorem ensure that the
defines an interval capacity. Indeed:
be a vector and (⋅) ∶ {1, . . . , 2n} → {1, . . . , 2n} be a permutation such that
, then the the vectors 1 A (i) ,A (i) are comonotone for all i = 1, . . . , 2n. The vector x can be rewritten as sum of comonotone vectors (take x (0) = 0):
Finally, the proof follows from (21) by using, respectively, comonotone additivity, homogeneity of G and definition of the interval capacity µ r according to (20) :
6 The RCI and Möbius inverse 
Proof. See Appendix Remark 5. Let us apply proposition 2 to Q 0 = {(∅, B)) B ⊆ N} ⊆ Q which we identify with 2 N . Thus we obtain the well known result, applied to functions f, g ∶ 2 N → R,
if and only if
The first of the two following propositions characterizes an interval capacity by means of its Möbius inverse. The second one allows the RCI with respect to an interval capacity to be rewritten using the Möbius inverse of such an interval capacity.
Proposition 3. µ r ∶ Q → R is an interval capacity if and only if its Möbius inverse µ r ∶ Q → R satisfies:
Proof. See Appendix 
Proof. For all x ∈ I n ,
Remark 6. Note that the term ⋀ i∈B x i can also be written ⋀ i∈B∖A x i and can have an influence. See, e.g., the following example: N = {1, 2}, (A, B) = (1, 12), x = ( [3, 4] , [1, 2] ). In this case, by applying the (26) the term m ({1}, {1, 2}) must be multiplied by 2 = min{3, 4, 2} = min{3, 2}.
Using previous proposition the RCI assumes a linear expression with respect to the interval-measure.
Proof. Indeed, using the (23)
in the (26), the (28) is verified with
The robust Sugeno and Shilkret integrals
Let us consider a set of criteria N = {1, 2, . . . , n} and a set of alternatives A = {x , y , z , . . .} to be evaluated, on each criterion, on the scale [0, 1]. Thus each x ∈ A can be identified with a score vector
n , whose i th component, x i , represents the evaluation of x with respect to the i th criterion.
n with respect to the capacity
It follows from the definition that S (x , ν) ∈ {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⋃ {ν(A) A ⊆ N}. Moreover the Sugeno integral can also be computed if the elements of the set S (x , ν) ∈ {x 1 , . . . , x n } ⋃ {ν(A) A ⊆ N} are just ranked on an ordinal scale. The (31) involves n terms but requests a permutation. An equivalent formulation (see (17) ) involves 2 n terms but does not request a permutation.
Now, suppose that for every x ∈ A, we have, on each criterion, a numerical imprecise evaluation on the scale [0, 1]. Specifically, suppose that for each i ∈ N we know a range
containing the exact evaluation of x with respect to i. Thus, being
, a ≤ b} the set of bounded and closed subintervals of [0, 1], any alternative x can be identified with a score vector
whose i th component, by identifying each x ∈ [0, 1] with the degenerate interval [x, x] = {x}. We associate to every x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) ∈ I n the vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of all the worst (or pessimistic) evaluations and the vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) of all the best (or optimistic) evaluations on each criterion.
Definition 11. The Robust Sugeno Integral (RSI) of x with respect to the interval capacity µ r is
It follows from the definition that S r (x , µ r ) ∈ {x 1 , . . . ,
Moreover the RSI can also be computed if the elements of this set are just ranked on an ordinal scale. The (34) involves Q = 3 n terms. An alternative formulation of the RSI implies some additional notations. We identify every vector
with the vector x * = (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) ∈ [0, 1] 2n defined according to (3) . Let (⋅) ∶ {1, . . . , 2n} → {1, . . . , 2n} be a permutation of indices such that x (1) ≤ x (2) ≤ . . . ≤ x (2n) and for all i = 1, . . . , 2n let us define A (i) = j ∈ N x j ≥ x (i) and B (i) = j ∈ N x j ≥ x (i) . Thus, the RSI of x with respect to the interval capacity µ r is:
This requests 2n terms and an indices permutation. We close this subsection with two illustrative examples. The first just shows the equivalence of formulation (35) 
It follows that
By using the (35) we get S r (x , µ r ) = max {min {2, 10} , min {4, 6} , min {5, 4} , min {9, 3}} = max {2, 4, 4, 3} = 4.
Alternatively, we can use the (35)
Example 2
Suppose we need to evaluate a university student in four economic subjects, N = {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 } of which {m 1 , m 2 } belong to the subcategory of microeconomic. We suppose that the student is evaluated on each subject by a 30 point scale, allowing interval (imprecise) evaluations. Let us consider the vector E(Student) = E(S) containing the single evaluation in each subject E(m i ):
In order to compute the RSI of E(S) we have to specify some values of an interval capacity defined on Q. For example the following:
These weights reflect the fact that we retain the microeconomic subcategory {m 1 , m 2 } particularly important. Indeed when {m 1 , m 2 } is not included on A the weight assigned to (A, B) is small. The question is: how much should be globally evaluated the student in accordance with the partials evaluations (36) and (37)? Using the RSI, equation (34), such a student should be evaluated
In this case we cannot assign a greater evaluation, due to the pessimistic evaluation of the student in the relevant subject m 1 . For nonnegative valued alternative, another famous integral useful to aggregate criteria evaluations is the Shilkret integral (23).
Definition 12. The Shilkret integral (23) of a vector x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ [0, 1] n with respect to the capacity ν is given by
For interval evaluations on the criteria, the Shilkret integral can be computed with respect to an interval capacity. Let us define with respect to the interval capacity µ r is
Other robust integrals
What we have done regarding the Choquet, Shilkret and the Sugeno integrals can be extended to other integrals. Recently, in the context of multiple criteria decision analysis, the literature on fuzzy integrals has increased very fast. An interesting line of research is that of bipolar fuzzy integrals: the bipolar Choquet integral has been proposed in (8; 9; 12) and the bipolar Shilkret and Sugeno integrals have been proposed in (13) . Here we propose the generalization of the bipolar Choquet integral to the case of interval evaluations. Let us consider the set
Definition 15. The bipolar Robust Choquet Integral (bRCI) of x = ([x 1 , x 1 ] , . . . , [x n , x n ]) ∈ I n with respect to a bipolar interval capacity µ b r ∶ 2 N → [0, 1] is given by:
A further generalization in the field of fuzzy integrals is that of level dependent integrals. This line of research has lead to the definition of the level dependent Choquet integral and the bipolar level dependent Choquet integral (11), the level dependent Shilkret integral (2), the level dependent Sugeno integral (18) . In (11) the generalized Choquet integral is defined with respect to a level dependent capacity. Also the RCI can be generalized in this sense. 
2. for all t ∈ (α, β), µ G r ((∅, ∅) , t) = 0 and µ G r ( (N, N) , t) = 1 3. for all (A, B) ∈ Q, µ G r ( (A, B) , t) considered as a function with respect to t is Lebesgue measurable.
Definition 17. The generalized Robust Choquet Integral (RCIg) of x ∈ I (α,β)
n with respect to a
The RCIg can be characterized by the following three properties: Idempotency, Monotonicity and Tail Independence (see (14) ). The following example illustrates the Tail independence in the framework of imprecise evaluations. Let be: [3, 7] ). Then, given the aggregation function G,
That is the classical tail independence, applied on the interval extremes x i and x i permuted. The last example we wish to provide is the generalization of the Concave Integral, proposed in (16) . Consider the set
Definition 18. The Robust Concave Integral of a nonnegative interval valued alternative x ∈ I n + with respect to the interval capacity µ r is
Obviously, if on every criterion x receives an exact evaluation, thus the (41) reduces to the Concave Integral of x ∈ R n + with respect to the capacity ν(A) = µ r (A, A).
Generalizing the concept of interval to m-points interval
In (19) the concept of interval has been generalized (allowing the presence of more than two points). We can image that on every of the n criteria an alternative x is evaluated m times, so that this alternative can be identified with a vector of score vectors x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) being for all i = 1, . . . , n
For example, the case m=3 corresponds to have on each criterion a pessimistic, a realistic and an optimistic evaluation. The idea to extend the RCI to the case of m-interval based evaluation is simple. Let us define
Definition 20. The Robust Choquet Integral of x (m-points interval valued) w.r.t. the m-interval capacity µ m is
Conclusions
In this paper we have faced the question regarding the aggregation of interval evaluations of an alternative on various criteria into a single overall evaluation. To this scope we have introduced the concept of interval capacity which allows for a quite natural generalizations of the classical Choquet Shilkret and Sugeno integrals to the case of interval evaluations. We called these generalizations robust integrals. Our analysis shows that, when the interval evaluations collapse into exact evaluations, our definitions of robust integrals collapse into the original definitions. Situations where we meet imprecise evaluations are very common in the real life (we have provided realistic examples), so the aim of this paper is to cover the existing gap in the literature for the aggregations of such data.
Appendix
In order to prove proposition 2, we need some preliminary lemmas.
Preliminary lemmas
The following two lemmas have been proved in (22) (see also (4) 
With these results we are able to prove the following additional lemmas 
